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Synthetic aperture imaging and motion estimation using tensor
methods
Matan Leibovich∗, George Papanicolaou†, and Chrysoula Tsogka‡
Abstract
We consider a synthetic aperture imaging configuration, such as synthetic aperture radar (SAR),
where we want to first separate reflections from moving targets from those coming from a stationary
background, and then to image separately the moving and the stationary reflectors. For this purpose,
we introduce a representation of the data as a third order tensor formed from data coming from partially
overlapping sub-apertures. We then apply a tensor robust principal component analysis (TRPCA) to
the tensor data which separates them into the parts coming from the stationary and moving reflectors.
Images are formed with the separated data sets. Our analysis shows a distinctly improved performance of
TRPCA, compared to the usual matrix case. In particular, the tensor decomposition can identify motion
features that are undetectable when using the conventional motion estimation methods, including matrix
RPCA. We illustrate the performance of the method with numerical simulations in the X-band radar
regime.
1 Introduction
The problem of separating the echoes of moving targets from those of a stationary background in synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) imaging is important because different imaging methods need to be employed in each
case. We show that the separation is improved considerably when the data is recast in tensor form, and
the convex optimization problem of tensor robust principal component analysis (TRPCA) is used. TRPCA
requires the generalization of matrix norms to tensor form, the challenge being to use a suitable tensor
nuclear norm. We use a Fourier based tensor nuclear norm which is well suited for capturing the motion over
multiple scales of variation. We first review briefly SAR imaging, then the application of RPCA for motion
detection, and follow with a statement of the main results of this paper.
1.1 The synthetic aperture radar imaging problem
Synthetic aperture radar is used extensively in satellite and airborne imaging for many different applications
[27]. The main idea behind SAR is to combine coherently the information obtained with a single transmitter-
receiver that is probing the medium from multiple locations. Thus, one can form a synthetic aperture and
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achieve high resolution images of reflectivity, even though the single receiver is incapable of resolving the
scattered wavefronts. This is particularly relevant for airborne radar platforms.
Data is collected by a moving platform, with a slow-time s dependent position ~r(s), emitting a sequence
of fast-time broadband pulses f(t), and recording the echoes corresponding to each pulse. The pulses have a
limited time support, with a pulse repetition interval ∆s, so that echoes from different pulses do not overlap.
The data collected are denoted by D(s, t), the t- dependent series of echoes received from a pulse transmitted
at ~r(s). A schematic of a SAR imaging configuration is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Synthetic aperture imaging configuration. At every time s the airborne platform emits a pulse
f(t) and records the reflections D(t, s) coming from the imaging region. There are 10 stationary point
scatterers, and a single moving target. The angle α in which the target is moving is relative to the vertical
platform-target plane at s = 0, ~r(0).
To maximize the power emitted, the probing pulses are long, of support tc  1/B where B denotes the
bandwidth. They are linear frequency modulated chirps. To re-concentrate the energy of the reflected echoes
to an interval of size 1/B they are convolved with the complex conjugate of the time-reversed emitted pulse.
This is the pulse compression step. Since the reflections relevant for imaging cover a limited area of support
 ∆s, a range compression is done as well, that is, we remove from the data the large phase ωτ(s, ~ρo) where
~ρo is a reference point. Pulse and range compression together give the down-ramped data,
Dr(s, t) =
∫
dt′D (s, t− t′ + τ(s, ~ρo)) f(−t′) =
∫
dω
2pi
f̂(ω)D̂(s, ω)e−iω[t+τ(s,~ρo)]. (1.1)
Here, τ(s, ~ρo) is the round-trip travel time between the platform location at slow time s, ~r(s) and the
reference point location ~ρo,
τ(s, ~ρo) = 2
‖~r(s)− ~ρo‖
c
, (1.2)
with c the speed of light.
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The SAR data matrix D ∈ R(n+1)×(m+1) is actually obtained in discrete samples of Dr(s, t).
Dil = Dr
(
si−n2−1, tl−1
)
, i = 1, . . . , n+ 1, l = 1, . . . ,m+ 1, (1.3)
with slow times sj defined by
sj = j∆s, j = −n/2, . . . , n/2 (1.4)
and fast times tl defined as
tl = l∆t, l = 1, . . . ,m. (1.5)
Here we assumed that the pulse repetition rate ∆s is an integer multiple of ∆t and set m = ∆s/∆t. The SAR
image is formed by summing coherently the down-ramped data Dr(sj , t) back-propagated to the imaging
point ~ρ using the travel times differences τ(sj , ~ρ)− τ(sj , ~ρo),
ISAR(~ρ) =
n/2∑
j=−n/2
Dr(sj , τ(sj , ~ρ)− τ(sj , ~ρo)). (1.6)
The SAR image processing (1.6) assumes that only reflections from stationary targets are contained in
the down-ramped data Dr(s, t). Consequently, if moving targets, as illustrated in Figure 1, are present in
the region to be imaged their reflections are not correctly back-propagated and this results in blurred images
affected by the reflectivity and the velocity of the moving targets. For a complex scene with many stationary
and moving targets the image may be severely distorted and neither the stationary nor the moving targets
may be imaged or tracked. To address this issue several motion estimation and separation strategies have
been developed, which we now review briefly.
The oldest and most widely used approach is the Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA) method
in which two synchronized antennas are used, following the same trajectory with a small time delay. By
subtracting the data traces collected at the two antennas the echoes due to the stationary background are
essentially eliminated. This approach does not aim at image formation as part of motion detection, but
requires the necessary hardware to be in place to record the extra data. We refer to the classical handbook
on SAR [30] and a review report from the Lincoln Laboratory on this technique [28], which has been used
to improve the performance of moving-target-indicators radars since the 1950s.
Other well known approaches are autofocus based algorithms [11, 2, 22] or more generally space-time
adaptive processing algorithms [10, 32]. For a recent review on sparsity driven techniques for SAR imaging
of scenes containing moving objects we refer to [7]. All these algorithms for moving target detection rely on
forming a preliminary image first, and then detecting motion by sharpening features in the image.
In this paper we take a different approach and rely on robust principal component analysis to solve the
SAR data separation problem. Our approach exploits properties of the raw-data matrix so as to detect
motion. It does not require the formation of the SAR image or the use of any special hardware. Only the
standard monostatic single transmitter/receiver SAR data are used. Robust principal component analysis is
traditionally used to separate signals from noise. Here we use to it to decompose a matrix into its low rank
and sparse parts. The sparse part is not noise as in traditional RPCA [6, 35] but it is the signal corresponding
to the moving targets echoes. The idea of using RPCA for SAR data separation was first proposed in [4]
and further developed and analyzed in [21] where optimal parameters were derived for achieving robust
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separation in SAR. We explain next how RPCA can be used in SAR.
1.2 Robust principal component analysis for SAR data separation
RPCA, or low rank plus sparse decomposition, was originally applied in video processing [6]. RPCA uses
the fact that the moving targets and stationary background would generate data structures with different
spectral properties. Indeed, the background data form a low rank matrix, while the moving objects echoes
correspond to a sparse matrix. These data structures can be decomposed by solving the convex optimization
problem
min
L,S∈Cn1×n2
||L||∗ + η||S||1
subject to L+ S = D.
(1.7)
Here ||L||∗ denotes the nuclear norm, that is the sum of the singular values of L, and ||S||1 is the matrix
`1-norm of S. Assuming the matrix D ∈ Rn1×n2 is the sum of a low rank matrix, Lo, and a sparse matrix,
So, then, under some additional conditions (cf. [6]), this optimization (1.7) recovers Lo and So exactly.
RPCA has found applications in a variety of problems in imaging and image processing, such as denoising,
feature extraction, and data recovery [14, 26, 33]. The main idea in the application of RPCA to the SAR
problem is that one can identify the stationary background as the low rank component of the SAR data
matrix, and the moving targets as the sparse component [3].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Example of RPCA applied to the data matrix Dr(s, t). The moving target has velocity vt = 15m/s,
α = 0 and there are 10 stationary targets. The moving target’s reflectivity is 10% of the reflectivity of the
stationary scatterers. (a) Original data matrix. The echoes corresponding to the moving target is weak but
still visible in the data; (b) RPCA: the low rank part for the stationary background; (c) RPCA: the sparse
part for the echoes from the moving target. We observe that good separation is achieved with RPCA when
using the optimal value for η in (1.7). This is the case for fast moving targets as in this example.
In [21], we explored the performance of RPCA for the SAR data problem. We showed that one can
determine optimal parameters for achieving robust separation. An example of SAR data separation achieved
using RPCA is illustrated in Figure 2. Here we use the simulation setup shown in Figure 1 with the moving
target velocity vt = 15m/s and α = 0. The moving target’s reflectivity is 10% of the reflectivity of the
stationary scatterers. We observe that good separation is achieved with RPCA when using the optimal
value for η in (1.7). This is the case for fast moving targets as in this example. RPCA has proven to be an
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efficient way to detect and separate moving targets in SAR data. The nuclear norm is a good indicator of
motion, since the data traces associated with moving targets are supported over a larger number of columns,
compared to stationary ones. However, the algorithm has its limitations, which we discuss next.
The column support of the target’s echoes is determined by the possible values that the travel time
difference, ∆τ(sj) = τ(sj , ~ρ) − τ(sj , ~ρo), takes in the aperture. In some cases, motion does not necessarily
translate to an increased column support. More precisely, it was shown in [21] that the performance of
RPCA depends on N(~vt), which is an estimate of the number of columns spanned by the target’s echoes.
To first order, we can approximate N(~vt) by
N(~vt) ≈ 4S(a)
∆t
~r(0)− ~ρo
‖~r(0)− ~ρo‖
· ~vt
c
=
4S(a)
∆t
vt
c
cosα,
(1.8)
where S(a) is the total slow time aperture size. We observe that N(~vt) depends not only on the magnitude
of the moving target’s velocity, vt, but also on the relative direction in which the target is moving, with
respect to the platform, α. The direction α = 0 is for targets moving parallel to the direction to the platform.
Their traces will exhibit the largest variance in the value of ∆τ(s). The direction α = pi/2 describes targets
moving perpendicular to the direction to the platform, and their ∆τ(s) will show much lass variance as a
function of s.
As can be seen in Figure 3, targets moving at directions with α 6= 0 that exhibit smaller variations in the
values ∆τ(s) will be harder to detect using matrix RPCA. On the other hand, the associated data traces
still behave differently than the ones of a stationary background. Specifically we can see that the traces are
non linear.
(a) |Dr(s, t)|, α = 0 (b) <{Dr(s, t)}, α = 0
(c) |Dr(s, t)|, α = pi/2 (d) <{Dr(s, t)}, α = pi/2
Figure 3: Effect of the direction of motion for a target moving at vt = 15m/s. When α = 0, top, the column
support is large, and the phase (∆τ(s)) is nearly linear. With α = pi/2, bottom, the column support is much
smaller, but the phase is non linear.
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1.3 Main result of the paper: TRPCA for SAR data
The limitations of RPCA for motion estimation in SAR motivates a new look into possible extensions and
modifications of the algorithm. Tensor based methods have been of great interest because high dimensional
data arise naturally as tensors in more and more applications [8]. For the SAR problem, this is motivated
by the possibility of detecting and estimating more complex moving target behavior, such as non-linearity
in the phase, by representing the data in a higher dimension. This is achieved here by dividing the large
synthetic aperture into smaller, overlapping sub-apertures.
The problem of imaging moving targets in SAR can also be viewed as an image registration process.
That is, a process that provides a precise correspondence between two or more images of the same object
captured from different locations, at different times, or using different sensors. From this perspective, the
introduction of sub-apertures for data processing is a natural one.
In this paper we use the SAR data, and the choice of sub-aperture and overlap size will be motivated
differently. We recast the SAR data matrix as a third order tensor A by dividing the large synthetic aperture
into smaller overlapping sub-apertures, indexed by `
A(`)(s, t) = Dr(s`ϑssub, t), s ∈ [0, ssub],
A(`) = A(·, ·, `) ∈ Rn1×n2 , ` = 0, ..., n3 − 1.
(1.9)
Here ssub denotes the sub-aperture size, and ϑ is the overlap size, a number between 0 and 1. An illustration
of tensor representation of the SAR data is given in Figure 4. The value of the hyper-parameters that define
the tensor representation, i.e. ssub and ϑ, affect the performance of TRPCA. A detailed analysis that allows
us to determine the optimal value for ssub and ϑ is carried out in Section 3. We then define the TRPCA
Figure 4: Schematic of SAR data tensor representation. For motion detection purposes, the large aperture
data matrix Dr(s, t) is converted to a 3rd order tensor A
(`)(s, t). The tensor is composed of partially
overlapping sub-apertures of the data Dr(s, t).
algorithm, using a specific extension of the nuclear norm for third-order tensors [25], and solve a tensor based
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RPCA optimization problem for complex valued third order tensors:
min
L,S∈Cn1×n2×n3
||L||∗,F + η||S||1,
subject to L+ S = A
(1.10)
‖ · ‖∗,F , defined in (2.20), is a specific extension of the tensor nuclear norm which involves performing a
Fourier Transform with respect to the sub-aperture index `.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we compare the separation achieved by matrix and tensor
based RPCA. While the performance of TRPCA is not universally better than that of regular matrix RPCA,
TRPCA performs significantly better in the cases where motion is hardest to detect as illustrated in the
example considered in Figure 5. Here the setup shown in Figure 1 is considered with a slowly moving target
with vt = 1m/s and α = pi/2. The target’s reflectivity is 10% of the reflectivity of the stationary scatterers
and its echoes are barely detectable in the original data (see Figure 5-(a)). As we see from the results, i.e.,
figures 5-(b) and 5-(c) almost perfect separation is achieved between the stationary and the moving targets
echoes. There is some noise at the edges of the slow time window in the sparse component but this does not
really affect the imaging results.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: Example of TRPCA applied to SAR data corresponding to a slow moving target. The simulation
setup shown in Figure 1 is used with the moving target velocity vt = 1m/s and α = pi/2. The target’s
reflectivity is 10% of the reflectivity of the stationary scatterers. (a) Original data matrix. The echoes of
the weak and slow moving target are barely discernible in the data; (b) TRPCA result: the low rank part
corresponding to the stationary background; (c) RPCA result: the sparse part corresponding to the moving
target; We observe that TRPCA achieves good data separation in a very challenging setting.
These observations are further explained in the paper where (i) we provide analysis of the nuclear norms
for SAR data tensors corresponding to stationary and moving targets; (ii) we present lower and upper bounds
on the values of the tensor nuclear norm, and show how these bounds can be used to explain the observed
phenomena; (iii) we prove that the bounds are achieved for limiting edge cases, and that the stationary
background and the moving target tend towards those cases.
To summarize, the results of this paper demonstrate that SAR data naturally admit a tensor represen-
tation, and provide an example to the added benefit of using the tensor decomposition. In an operational
system TRPCA could be combined with other methods such as DPCA or matrix RPCA to detect motion in
cases where other methods underperform. Further research will go into other possible extensions of RPCA
to tensor form, application of tensor representation to other imaging problems such as iSAR and satellite
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imaging, and optimization of the algorithm’s parameters for robust performance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we present the TRPCA algorithm for the SAR
data problem. In Section 3 we investigate the effect of the hyper-parameters on the performance of TRPCA,
both numerically, and through analysis of idealized cases. We prove bounds on the tensor nuclear norm,
and study how these bounds are related to the observed performance. In Section 4 we present numerical
examples of data separation and the corresponding imaging results which illustrate the advantages of tensor
over matrix RPCA for SAR problems. We end in Section 5 with our conclusions.
2 TRPCA for SAR data
In this section we describe the TRPCA algorithm for the SAR data problem, starting with discussion of the
tensor nuclear norm.
2.1 TRPCA formulation
Using the representation of the SAR data as the tensor A defined in (1.9), we want to solve the following
tensor RPCA optimization
min
L+S=A
‖L‖∗ + η‖S‖1, (2.11)
where L and S are third order tensors, and ‖ · ‖∗ is some generalization of the nuclear norm to third order
tensors. In Appendix B, we review common tensor decomposition methods, and the extension of the nuclear
norm to tensor form as a relaxed rank estimate.
A natural definition of the nuclear norm [12] that extends to higher dimensions is
‖A‖∗,T = inf
{
r∑
i=1
|λi|
∣∣∣ A = r∑
i=1
λiu
1
i ⊗ u2i ⊗ · · · ⊗ udi , ‖uji‖ = 1, r ∈ N
}
. (2.12)
Note that the uji do not need to be orthogonal. As outlined in [12], (2.12) is in general an NP hard problem
to compute. Therefore we look for alternative, more tractable definitions of the nuclear norm.
The simplest alternative would be to take the matrix panels with respect to a specific dimension and
compute the matrix SVD on every panel separately so that, for example,
A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , A(`) = A(·, ·, `) = U (`)Σ(`)V (`)H , ` = 1, · · · , n3, (2.13)
‖A‖∗,D =
n3∑`
=1
‖A(`)‖∗ =
n3∑`
=1
r∑`
j=1
σ
(`)
j . (2.14)
This definition retains some of the properties of singular values, for example the Hilbert-Schmidt norm must
equal the sum of singular values,
‖A‖2F =
n1∑
i1=1
n2∑
i2=1
n3∑
i3=1
|ai1,i2,i3 |2 =
r∑
i=1
σ2i =
n3∑
`=1
r∑`
j=1
[
σ
(`)
j
]2
. (2.15)
We later show that (2.14) serves as an upper bound to (2.12). The decomposition in (2.14) is decoupled in
a sense (hence the superscript D), since the singular values of different panels are computed independently.
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Using this definition in the RPCA algorithm, would result in the regular matrix RPCA on every sub-aperture.
Another possible extension was introduced in [5, 19, 18], and used for RPCA in [34, 25]. This is based
on an extension of matrix multiplication to incorporate a circular convolution with respect to the third
dimension,
C = A ∗ B, C(`) = 1
n3
n3−1∑
p=0
A(p)B(`−p)|n3 . (2.16)
This is equivalent to representing the third order tensor as a block-circulant matrix, with the tensor multi-
plication homeomorphic to the regular matrix multiplication
A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 → 1√
n3

A(0) A(1) · · · A(n3−1)
A(n3−1) A(0) · · · A(n3−2)
. . .
A(1) A(2) · · · A(0)
 ∈ Cn1n3×n2n3 . (2.17)
Block-circulant matrices can be block-diagonalized by a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix,
1√
n3

A(0) A(1) · · · A(n3−1)
A(n3−1) A(0) · · · A(n3−2)
. . .
A(1) A(2) · · · A(0)
 F−→

Â(0)
Â(1)
. . .
Â(n3−1)
 , (2.18)
which is equivalent to
Â = F3A, Â(k) = 1√
n3
n3−1∑
`=0
ω`kn3A
(`), ωn3 = e
i2pi
n3 , Â(k) ∈ Rn1×n2 , k = 0, . . . , n3 − 1. (2.19)
Thus, another estimate of the nuclear norm is given by
‖A‖∗,F =
n3−1∑
k=0
‖Â(k)‖∗. (2.20)
This last definition of the tensor nuclear norm given by (2.20) proves to be well suited for the SAR motion
detection problem. We show this by a performance analysis, carried out in Section 3.
2.2 TRPCA algorithm
We can now recast (2.11) as
min
L+S=A
‖L‖∗,F + ηF‖S‖1 = minL+S=A
n3−1∑
`=0
‖L̂(`)‖∗ + η‖S(`)‖1, (2.21)
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where L(`) and S(`) are the sub-apertures of L and S, respectively. As for the matrix case [24], we can solve
the constrained optimization problem by an augmented Lagrangian
L(L,S,Y, µ) = ‖L‖∗,F + ηF‖S‖1 + 〈Y,A− L− S〉+ µ
2
‖A − L − S‖2F , (2.22)
where the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and inner product are the natural element-wise product extensions of the
matrix case. For more details see Appendix (B.10). We can again solve this iteratively, using the Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM), noting that the Hilbert-Schmidt penalty term is, by Parseval’s
theorem, invariant under DFT,
‖A − L − S‖2F =
n3−1∑
`=0
‖A(`) − L(`) − S(`)‖2F =
n3−1∑
p=0
‖Â(p) − L̂(p) − Ŝ(p)‖2F . (2.23)
Thus, solving by Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM), the Lk minimization step involves
singular value thresholding in the Fourier domain, and the Sk minimization uses element wise thresholding
in the real domain. Thresholding is done via the operator Θλ
Θλ(a) = e
i arg a max(|a| − λ, 0). (2.24)
The algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1, and is a modification of the Inexact ALMM RPCA algorithm
introduced in [24].
Algorithm 1 D = L+ S Inexact ALM method
1: Input: Observation tensor A ∈ Cn1×n2×n3
2: µ0 = max
`
‖A(`)‖2, ρ = 1.4
3: while not converged do
4: A¯ = F3(A− Sk − µ−1k Yk)
5: for ` = 0, ..., n3 − 1 do
6:
[
U¯
(`)
k+1, Σ¯
(`)
k+1, V¯
(`)
k+1
]
= svd
(
Â(`)
)
7: L̂
(`)
k+1 = U¯
(`)
k+1 Θµ−1k
[
Σ¯
(`)
k+1
]
V¯
(`)∗
k+1
8: end for
9: Lk+1 = F−13 (L¯k+1)
10: Sk+1 = Θηµ−1k
[A− Lk+1 + µ−1k Yk]
11: Yk+1 = Yk + µk (A− Lk+1 − Sk+1)
12: µk+1 = ρµk
13: k → k + 1
14: end while
15: return Lk+1,Sk+1
3 TRPCA performance analysis
We follow here the same approach as in [21] in order to analyze the performance of TRPCA. The key idea is
that there is a finite range of values for ηF in the objective (2.21) that are admissible ηmin,F ≤ ηF ≤ ηmax,F .
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Indeed, if ηF is too large then the nuclear norm term might be small even for moving targets, i.e. ‖S‖∗ ≤
η‖S‖1. If, on the ohter hand, ηF is too small the `1 term might be small even for the stationary background
‖L‖∗ ≤ η‖L‖1. Thus, we can estimate the quantities, ηmax,F and ηmin,F by
ηmax,F = sup
S moving targets
‖S‖∗,F
‖S‖1 ,
ηmin,F = infL stationary background
‖L‖∗,F
‖L‖1 .
(3.25)
The classes of moving target and low rank data structures can be defined in several ways. Following [21],
we use our data model, defined in A, and choose representatives of each to use in simulation.
We wish to choose η small enough so that the `1 term is favorable for moving targets and large enough
such that the nuclear term is favorable for the stationary background. We can define an objective which
balances both requirements
F (η) =
ηmin,F
η
+
η
ηmax,F
(3.26)
With the optimal value
η∗F =
√
ηmax,Fηmin,F . (3.27)
Moreover, we expect that the larger the ratio ηmax,F/ηmin,F the better the achieved separation, as the
objective would have a wider range of admissible η’s.
We would like to use TRPCA under settings that increase this ratio, i.e., get the smallest possible
nuclear norm for the stationary background and the largest possible nuclear norm for the moving target.
Our objective in this section is to use this ratio so as to determine optimal values for the hyper-parameters,
i.e. the sub-aperture and overlap sizes. To compute ηmax,F and ηmin,F as defined in (3.25) we would need
to consider all possible scenarios of stationary and moving targets. To get first an insight for how the
hyper-parameters affect ηmax,F and ηmin,F , we define them for any specific example of a SAR data tensor
A = AL +AS as
ηmax,F =
‖AS‖∗,F
‖AS‖1 , ηmin,F =
‖AL‖∗,F
‖AL‖1 . (3.28)
For reference, we also investigate these quantities for the decoupled case, that is,
ηmax,D =
‖AS‖∗,D
‖AS‖1 , ηmin,D =
‖AL‖∗,D
‖AL‖1 , (3.29)
and compare their behavior to (3.28).
In what follows we first consider in Section 3.1 specific SAR data scenarios and observe how the quantities
in (3.28) and (3.29) depend on the hyper-parameters and the moving target’s trajectory. Observing that the
main quantity that determines these ratios is the tensor nuclear norm, we introduce in Section 3.2 tensor
norm inequalities that help us analyze the performance of TRPCA for general SAR data.
3.1 TRPCA performance analysis for specific SAR data scenarios
We consider a stationary background with 10 point scatterers and a single point moving target, with vt =
1m/s. The moving target’s reflectivity is 10% of the reflectivity of the other, stationary targets. We vary
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the target’s trajectory angle α with respect to x̂ in the 2D plane, that is,
~vt = vt[cosα, sinα, 0], (3.30)
between α = 0 and α = pi/2 using a step size ∆α = pi/16. A schematic of the simulation setting in given
in Figure 1. The parameters of the simulation are as follows: The total aperture size stot is fixed at 11.5s
and the platform is moving at 200m/s, so that the effective aperture size is 2, 300m. This yields two data
matrices DL and DS associated with the stationary background and moving target respectively.
We next let the sub-aperture size ssub take the values [0.005stot, 0.01stot, 0.02stot, 0.03stot, . . . , 0.3stot].
For each sub-aperture size, we change the overlap ϑ, as a fraction of the sub-aperture size, to be 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9.
For each of these configurations we create the tensor data structures AL,AS , out of DL, DS , according to
(1.9). The number of subapertures n3 is determined by the other parameters through the following formula
n3 = 1 +
⌈
stot − ssub
(1− ϑ)ssub
⌉
. (3.31)
In Figure 6 we illustrate how n3 varies as a function of the overlap ϑ for different sub-aperture sizes. For each
Figure 6: Illustration of how n3 varies as a function of ϑ in (3.31) for a fixed sub-aperture size and total
aperture. n3 increases as the size of the sub-aperture decreases and as ϑ increases.
configuration, we compute the `1 norm and the nuclear norm, for both the decoupled and the tensor forms
and plot the ratio of the quantities in (3.29) and (3.28) as function of α and the tensor hyper-parameters
in figures 7 and 8 respectively. For the decoupled form (see Figure 7) we observe a weak dependence on
the overlap, while the ratio tends to grow with the sub-aperture size. The maximal value for the ratio is
achieved for smaller angles, in consistency with results of regular matrix RPCA.
The tensor case illustrated in Figure 8, presents strong angular dependence, favoring different hyper-
parameter configurations at different angles: smaller angles tend to achieve optimal ratio for large apertures
with low overlap. However as α increases, the optimal parameter configuration tends towards smaller sub-
apertures with higher overlap. The color scale is the same in figures 7 and 8 indicating that smaller values
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α = 0 α = pi/16 α = pi/8 α = 3pi/16
α = pi/4 α = 5pi/16 α = 3pi/8 α = 7pi/16
Figure 7: Ratio of decoupled nuclear norm and `1 norm as a function of data hyper-parameters. We plot
ηmax,D/ηmin,D defined in (3.29), for varying hyper-parameters. The x-axis is the sub-aperture size and the
y-axis is the overlap size. We observe that the ratio is small and favors using larger apertures, with almost
no dependence on the sub-aperture overlap. We can see a slight decrease in value as α increases.
are obtained in the decoupled case.
α = 0 α = pi/16 α = pi/8 α = 3pi/16
α = pi/4 α = 5pi/16 α = 3pi/8 α = 7pi/16
Figure 8: Ratio of tensor nuclear norm and `1 norm as a function of data hyoerparameters. We plot
ηmax,F/ηmin,F , defined in (3.28), for varying hyper-parameters. The x axis and y axis are as in Figure 7. We
observe that the dependence on the hyper-parameter changes with the target’s direction. For small angles,
larger values are achieved for large sub-apertures with low overlap. For larger angles, the optimal parameters
shift towards smaller sub-apertures with higher overlap. The most robust behavior is achieved around pi/4.
An interpretation of these results is given in Section 3.3
In order to gain more insight, we break down the terms in (3.28), namely the `1 and nuclear norms of each
term, both for the decoupled and tensor forms, and observe their variation in the configuration space. Let
us first consider the ratio of the background and moving target’s `1 norm, as illustrated in Figure 9. We can
see that the `1 norm is insensitive to the direction the target is moving as well as to the hyper-parameters.
We next wish to observe the effect of the different parameters on the nuclear norm. To better understand
the effect on the tensor nuclear norm, we look at the ratio between the tensor nuclear norm and the decoupled
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α = 0 α = pi/16 α = pi/8 α = 3pi/16
α = pi/4 α = 5pi/16 α = 3pi/8 α = 7pi/16
Figure 9: `1 norm ratio for moving and stationary target as a function of hyper-parameters. We plot the
ratio of the background’s and moving target’s `1 norm for different directions, for varying hyper-parameters.
The x axis and y axis are as in Figure 7. As we can see, there is little variation and the `1 norm values
remain similar for all directions.
nuclear norm. Rather than looking at the norms separately, this ratio indicates what is the added benefit
of the tensor nuclear norm, factoring out single aperture effects. We plot the ratio of nuclear and decoupled
norms for the stationary background as function of the hyper-parameters in Figure 10. Here we observe
strong dependence. The tensor nuclear norm is actually smaller than the decoupled norm for small sub-
apertures with high overlap.
Figure 10: Tensor vs. decoupled nuclear norm for a stationary background, as a function of hyper-parameters.
We plot the ratio of tensor and decoupled nuclear norm ‖A‖∗,F/‖A‖∗,D for a stationary background con-
taining 10 targets, for varying hyper-parameters. The x axis and y axis are as in Figure 7. We see that
for every sub-aperture size, the ratio decreases with the overlap. An interpretation of this result is given in
Section 3.3
We next plot the ratio of the nuclear tensor and decoupled norms for the moving target in Figure 11. In
this case we observe strong dependence on both the direction and the hyper-parameters. The highest ratio is
achieved for small sub-apertures with low overlap, but the value, and rate of variation show strong angular
dependence.
These results present distinct patterns and raise the following questions:
Q1. Why, as illustrated in Figure 10 high overlap decreases the ratio of tensor to decoupled nuclear norm
for the stationary target?
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α = 0 α = pi/16 α = pi/8 α = 3pi/16
α = pi/4 α = 5pi/16 α = 3pi/8 α = 7pi/16
Figure 11: Tensor vs. decoupled nuclear norm for a moving target, as a function of hyper-parameters. We
plot the ratio of tensor and decoupled nuclear norm ‖A‖∗,F/‖A‖∗,D for a moving target for varying hyper-
parameters. The x axis and y axis are as in Figure 7. We see that the highest gain is achieved around pi/4,
with a low overlap. Smaller angles favor larger sub-apertures while larger angles favor smaller sub-apertures.
An interpretation of these results is given in Section 3.3.
Q2. What affects the differences in the nuclear norm between moving vs. stationary targets?
Q3. Why, as illustrated in Figure 8, is high ηmax/ηmin ratio, least sensitive to hyper-parameters, achieved
for α = pi/4?
To answer these questions we need to explain how the values of the hyper-parameters and the angle α affect
the tensor nuclear norm. This requires a better understanding of the tensor data structure for stationary
and moving targets.
To get a better insight on the role of α, we plot in Figure 12 the data traces for a moving target for
α = 0, pi/4 and pi/2. The sub-aperture size and the overlap are fixed to 0.1. In the left column of Figure 12
we plot the raw time-domain data for five sub-apertures while in the second column we plot the data after
performing the Fourier transform along the sub-aperture index. In the third column we show the row inner
product matrix Â(k)HÂ(k) for a single panel after Fourier.
Our observations are the following: In the raw data, we notice very little variation in slopes for α = 0 and
α = pi/4. For α = pi/2 variation is noticeable. After performing Fourier, for α = 0 there is little variation over
the entire aperture, i.e., the slope is not changing rapidly between sub-apertures. For α = pi/4 the column
support is similar to α = 0 while for α = pi/2 variation over the total aperture is apparent. The column range
is also a lot smaller in this case. The third column of Figure 12 illustrates that the orthogonality between
columns of matrix Â(k) increases as the angle α increases. Indeed, this is manifested by the suppression of
the diagonal elements in Â(k)HÂ(k). We also see that the column range is suppressed for pi/2 (bottom right
plot).
These empirical observations require further analysis, provided in the following section where we also
answer the questions Q1 to Q3.
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α = 0
α = pi/4
α = pi/2
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: Behavior of SAR data of a moving target for different directions; (a) Raw data on five sub-
apertures for a moving target. Notice very little variation in slopes for α = 0 and α = pi/4. For α = pi/2
variation is noticeable even before performing Fourier; (b) Data after performing Fourier with respect to
the sub-aperture index. For α = 0 the slope is not changing rapidly between sub-apertures. For α = pi/4
the column support is similar to α = 0. For α = pi/2 variation over the total aperture is apparent. The
column range is also a lot smaller; (c) Â(k)HÂ(k) for a single panel after Fourier. For α = 0, the column
range is large, but there are a lot off-block diagonal terms (the inner product of different sub-apertures). For
α = pi/4 the column range is similar to α = 0, but off-block diagonal terms are suppressed, suggesting the
sub-apertures are closer to being orthogonal. For α = pi/2, off-block diagonal terms are greatly suppressed.
Notice that the total column range is also reduced. We give qualitative explanation to the effect each of this
observations has on the tensor nuclear norm in Section 3.3.
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3.2 TRPCA analysis for general SAR data
In this section we first give an abstract result for the upper and lower bounds of the tensor nuclear norm.
Then we show that the lower bound is obtained for an ideally stationary background with no variation
between A(k) for the sub-apertures while the upper bound is attained for an ideal moving target with exact
orthogonality in the columns of Â(k). We close this section by discussing why the Fourier based tensor
nuclear norm is optimal for the SAR data separation problem.
A general result on the bounds of the tensor nuclear norm ‖ · ‖∗,F . We have the following Propo-
sition.
Proposition 1. The tensor nuclear norm, as defined in (2.20), has the following lower and upper bounds
(
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖2∗
)1/2
≤ ‖A‖∗,F ≤ √n3
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗ (3.32)
When all matrices A(i) are the same then
‖A‖∗,F =
(
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖2∗
)1/2
(3.33)
while when the columns of the different matrices A(i) are orthogonal then
‖A‖∗F = √n3
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗. (3.34)
To prove Proposition 1 we need the following Theorem and Corollary.
Theorem 1. For matrices A1, A2, . . . , Ak, Ai ∈ Cm×ni , the following holds for the matrix
A = [A1, A2, . . . , Ak] ∈ Cm×N , N =
k∑
i=1
ni (3.35)
(
k∑
i=1
‖Ai‖2∗
)1/2
≤ ‖A‖∗ ≤
k∑
i=1
‖Ai‖∗. (3.36)
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix C
Corollary 1. For A1, . . . , Ak in (3.35)
(a) If all the matrices are mutually orthogonal
k∑
i=1
rank(Ai) ≤ m, AHi Aj = 0, ∀i 6= j, (3.37)
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the upper bound of (3.36) is attained.
(b) If Ai = βiA, βi ∈ C, then the lower bound of (3.36) is attained and
‖A‖∗ = ‖β‖2‖A‖∗, ‖β‖2 =
(
k∑
i=1
|βi|2
)1/2
. (3.38)
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix C
We use these general results to prove (3.32).
Proof of (3.32). Write
1√
n3

A(0) A(1) · · · A(n3−1)
A(n3−1) A(0) · · · A(n3−2)
. . .
A(1) A(2) · · · A(0)
 =
[
C1, C2, . . . , Cn3
]
, Ci =
1√
n3

A(i−1)
A(i−2)
...
A(i)
 . (3.39)
We now apply Theorem 1 twice. First, for A = CTi ,‖AT ‖∗ = ‖A‖∗, we get
1√
n3
(
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖2∗
)1/2
≤ ‖Ci‖∗ ≤ 1√
n3
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗. (3.40)
Then, for A =
[
C1, C2, . . . , Cn3
]
, we get
(
n3∑
i=1
‖Ci‖2∗
)1/2
≤ ‖A‖∗,F ≤
n3∑
i=1
‖Ci‖∗. (3.41)
Plugging the lower and upper bounds of (3.40) in to the lower and upper bound of (3.41), gives the result.
We next show how are (3.33) and (3.34) obtained by estimating the nuclear norm ‖ · ‖∗,F for stationary
and moving targets. We show that, for high overlap, the ‖ · ‖∗,F norm decreases for stationary targets, while
low overlap, increases the norm for moving targets.
‖A‖∗,F for stationary targets. Let us consider a stationary background, whose returns do not change
between pulses. This means that the data traces are the same in every sub-aperture
A(i) = A, i = 0, . . . , n3 − 1. (3.42)
The total decoupled nuclear norm is
‖A‖∗,D =
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗ = n3‖A‖∗. (3.43)
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On the other hand for ‖A‖∗,F , Â(i) will have a distinct form since, with respect to the third dimension, we
are performing DFT over a constant vector,
Â
(k)
ij =
1√
n3
n3−1∑
`=0
ω`kn3A
(`)
ij = Aij
1√
n3
n3−1∑
`=0
ω`kn3 =
√
n3Aijδk0. (3.44)
i.e., after performing the DFT in the third dimension, the sub-apertures have the form
Â(k) =

√
n3A, k = 0
0, k 6= 0
. (3.45)
Thus, the total nuclear norm becomes
‖A‖∗,F =
n3−1∑
k=0
‖Â(k)‖∗ = √n3‖A‖∗ =
(
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖2∗
)1/2
. (3.46)
This is indeed the lower bound of (3.32). Remark also that since the decoupled nuclear norm is always
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗, we get an effective decrease of the nuclear norm by a factor of √n3, with respect to the
decoupled norm.
We assumed here a completely stationary background. In reality the echoes from stationary targets do
vary along the aperture. However, the variation rate along different sub-apertures, both in support and in
phase, is much slower for stationary data traces. Hence, larger overlap would be beneficial, as it guaran-
tees that when performing DFT, the sub-apertures are slowly varying, thus suppressing possible amplitude
variation and phase decoherence, that will smear out the energy over multiple panels after performing DFT.
This analysis answers Q1 and is in agreement with the results in Figure 10 where we observed that as the
overlap of the sub-apertures increases, ‖A‖∗F/‖A‖∗D decreases.
‖A‖∗,F for moving targets. To answer Q2 and Q3, we consider the case of a single moving target, whose
data traces are approximately linear. We further assume no overlap between the sub-apertures, so that there
is no column support overlap between different sub-apertures. This is a good approximation for targets
moving linearly in parallel to the projection of ~r(0) − ~ρo on the 2D plane (α = 0, see Figure 3a). In this
case, every panel would be a translation of the same matrix, without any column overlap. Therefore, we can
write
A(`) =
0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
`−1 times
, A, 0 . . . , 0
 (3.47)
i.e., the sub-apertures are copies of the same matrix, supported on disjoint subsets of columns at every
sub-aperture. After performing DFT, the kth panel would be
Â(k) =
1√
n3
[
A,ωkn3A,ω
2k
n3A, . . . , ω
(n3−1)k
n3 A,
]
, ωn3 = e
i2pi/n3 . (3.48)
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Notice that Â(k) has the same structure as A in Corollary 1.(b), with βj =
1√
n3
ωjkn3 . Since ‖β‖2 = 1 we have
‖Â(k)‖∗ = ‖A‖∗, and the values of the tensor nuclear norm and decoupled nuclear norm are the same.
This seems in accordance with the results of Figure 11, where we see very little improvement of the
nuclear norm for the tensor over the decoupled norm for most hyper-parameter choices when α = 0.
But then, why is the performance improving for α > 0 ? We explain this in the following section.
3.3 Interpretation of the nuclear norm angle dependence in SAR data
As we demonstrated in Figure 3, and show in greater detail in Appendix D, in general the data traces are
not linear, and the inner product between different sub-apertures is small. However, their deviation from
linearity greatly depends on the direction in which the target is moving. Targets that are moving at angles
different than 0 result in higher variation in the slope of the data traces between different sub-apertures,
which leads to effective orthogonality between data traces of different sub-apertures. This leads to an increase
in the nuclear norm, achieving the upper bound as in Corollary 1(a)
‖Â(k)‖∗ = 1√
n3
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗ (3.49)
This explains why α 6= 0 improves the nuclear norm ratio, since when the upper bound is achieved the tensor
nuclear norm would see an improvement by a factor of
√
n3 over the decoupled form, since in the decoupled
form
‖A‖∗,D =
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗. (3.50)
While in the tensor form it will be
‖A‖∗,F =
n3−1∑
k=0
‖Â(k)‖∗ =
n3−1∑
k=0
n3−1∑
i=0
1√
n3
‖A(i)‖∗ = √n3
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗, (3.51)
and indeed the upper bound of (3.32).
However, our numerical results suggest that the improvement that is least sensitive to the choice of the
hyper-parameters is around pi/4. To explain this, let us recall that in our analysis, we assumed that after
performing DFT, we can partition the data traces originating from different sub-apertures, i.e., that there
is no column support overlap between the data of different sub-apertures. However, in practice there is
always a column support overlap, since the sub-apertures have non zero overlap. In the case where all data
traces have the same linear slope, the sub-aperture overlap (i.e., the number of overlapping rows between
successive sub-apertures) determines the fixed column overlap, proportional to the number of overlapping
rows by the slope. However, as the data traces become more curved, the effective slope varies across different
sub-apertures and might even change sign, leading to an increase in the column overlap, no longer determined
by the sub-aperture overlap. This reduces the possible increase in nuclear norm, as the effective column range
does not grow at the same rate with increasing number of sub-apertures. Thus, there is a trade off between
the non-linearity of the traces, which implies orthogonality, and their column range support, leading to the
most robust performance of the TRPCA around α = pi/4, as is observed in Figure 11. This is also abserved
in Figure 12, where we can see that for α = pi/2 the column range is limited and, when looking at the panels
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of Â(k) after performing DFT, there is significant variation in the overlap, compared to α = 0 and α = pi/4.
Optimality of ‖ · ‖∗,F for SAR data separation. The performance of RPCA in the SAR context
improves when the ratio between the nuclear norm of the background and the moving target increases. The
main motivation in seeking a tensor based representation is to enhance the low-rank and sparse/full-rank
structure of the background and moving targets respectively.
The results of Corollary 1 are a particular case of a more general result, proven in [23]. That result states
that the nuclear norm of a tensor T , can be bound by the nuclear norm of any regular partition of T (defined
in [23]) T1, T2, . . . Tk by (
k∑
i=1
‖Ti‖2∗
)1/2
≤ ‖T ‖∗,T ≤
k∑
i=1
‖Ti‖∗ (3.52)
Specifically, in our case the general statement applies when we choose the partition of A to be the decom-
position of the data into different sub-apertures A(i), giving
(
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖2∗
)1/2
≤ ‖A‖∗,T ≤
n3−1∑
i=0
‖A(i)‖∗. (3.53)
Comparing (3.53) to (3.32) we note that the Fourier based nuclear norm achieves the lower bound for a
completely stationary background, while it achieves a factor of
√
n3 times the upper bound for non linear
targets, moving rapidly. It is in this sense, that the Fourier method is optimal for the SAR data separation
problem.
4 Numerical results
In this section we use the same setup as before (cf. section 3.1) to generate synthetic SAR data for different
configurations. We then use TRPCA and compare its performance with two other methods: matrix RPCA
over the entire data, and decoupled RPCA over the different sub-apertures. We first show the data separation
results in Section 4.1 and then the corresponding images in Section 4.2.
4.1 Data separation results
We consider a stationary background with 15 point scatterers and a target moving at a slow velocity of
1m/s. We construct the data matrix DL and data tensor AL for the background and do the same with DS
and AS for the moving target. The hyper-parameters are the same as in the previous section. We vary the
target’s direction α between 0, pi/4 and pi/2 and perform RPCA in three forms:
(a) TRPCA with η set to its optimal value:
η∗F =
√
ηmax,Fηmin,F , ηmax,F =
‖AS‖∗,F
‖AS‖1 , ηmin,F =
‖AL‖∗,F
‖AL‖1 . (4.54)
(b) ‘Decoupled’: We perform matrix RPCA one sub-aperture at a time. Here η is also set to its optimal
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value following [21]:
η(i)∗ =
√
η
(i)
maxη
(i)
min, η
(i)
max =
‖A(i)S ‖∗
‖A(i)S ‖1
, η
(i)
min =
‖A(i)L ‖∗
‖A(i)L ‖1
. (4.55)
(c) Matrix RPCA over the entire data matrix with η set to its optimal value:
η∗ =
√
ηmaxηmin, ηmax =
‖DS‖∗
‖DS‖1 , ηmin =
‖DL‖∗
‖DL‖1 (4.56)
For methods (a) and (b), we need to reconstruct the separated data on the entire aperture DL and DS
from the separated data on the overlapping sub-apertures. From (1.9), one can reconstruct the original data
matrix Dr(s, t) by
Dr(s, t) =
∑
`∈X
θ`A
(`)(s− `ϑssub),
∑
`
θ` = 1, X = {` s.t. s− `ϑssub ∈ [0, ssub]}. (4.57)
We can use any linear combination of the appropriate data entries in the sub-apertures provided that the
weights θl sum up to one. The choice used is the ‘innermost’ aperture (i.e. farthest from the edges), which
proves to yield stable results,
DL(s, t) = L
(`∗)(s− `∗ϑ, t)
`∗ = arg min
`
`2 + (`− n3 + 1)2, s− `ϑ ∈ [0, ssub].
(4.58)
The same is done for DS .
The separation results are illustrated in Figure 13. We observe that the performance of TRPCA improves
as the angle α increases. TRPCA outperforms the other two methods for α ≥ pi/4, while for small angles,
all methods are struggling.
4.2 Imaging results
We present here the imaging results for the angles of Figure 13 for which a clear separation was possible,
i.e., for α ≥ pi/4. We do not present imaging results when good data separation is not achieved, since the
extraction of motion parameters is challenging and prone to errors. To form an image for the moving target,
we need to compensate for the target’s velocity when evaluating the SAR functional of (1.6). We explain
below how this is done.
Motion Estimation We assume that the sparse part, after performing TRPCA, is composed of a single
target. Hence, we can extract y(s) = ∆τ(s) from stable peak locations, and compare it to a candidate one,
depending on trial target position and velocity
f~ρ,~v(s) = τ(s, ~ρ+ ~vs)− τ(s, ~ρo). (4.59)
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α = 0
α = pi/8
α = pi/4
(a) (b) (c) (d)
α = 3pi/8
α = pi/2
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 13: RPCA performance. (a) Original trace of moving target; (b) TRPCA; (c) ‘Decoupled’ RPCA;
(d) Matrix RPCA. We can see that for α ≥ pi/4 TRPCA outperforms other methods, with its performance
improving with larger angles. For small angles, all methods are struggling. Some of the signal is lost around
the points where the gradient with respect to the slow time is zero, which are stationary phase points.
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We can then extract ~ρ, ~v, from solving the following minimum loss problem
~ρ∗, ~v∗ = arg min
~ρ,~v
∑
s
Lδ(y(s)− f~ρ,~v(s)). (4.60)
With Lδ a Huber loss:
Lδ(x) =
 12x2, |x| ≤ δ,δ(|x| − 12δ), |x| > δ, with δ = 10∆t. (4.61)
We only need the velocity parameters ~v for the SAR functional. We use MATLAB’s fmincon routine to solve
the optimization problem and obtain a robust estimate. An illustration of the deviation of the extracted
trace from the exact one is given in Figure 14, for α = pi/4.
Since the other two methods do not provide good separation results, it is impossible to extract the velocity
parameters from the S part of the data. Therefore to image the moving target, we form an exhaustive 4D
imaging functional, where we vary both location and velocity parameters.
ISAR(~ρ,~v) =
n/2∑
j=−n/2
S(sj , τ(sj , ~ρ+ sj~v)− τ(sj , ~ρo)). (4.62)
We present the result of backpropagation for the other two methods for ISAR(~ρ,~vt), for ~v = ~vt the target’s
actual velocity vector. We present the imaging output of the three RPCA methods in Figure 15. One can
see that TRPCA provides a clear image of the moving target, while the other two methods fail to do so.
Figure 14: Parameter extraction. Comparison of measured ∆τ(s) and analytical one, using the estimated
parameters. The sparse part of the data as provided by the TRPCA algorithm is used to determine the
velocity parameters, that we subsequently use in the imaging process.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we considered the problem of motion detection in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems.
Our main focus was on separating the data originating from moving targets from those of the stationary
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α = pi/4
α = 3pi/8
α = pi/2
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 15: Imaging results for the moving target for α = 0, pi/4, pi/2. (a) using TRPCA ; (b) decoupled
RPCA (c) Large aperture matrix RPCA. We observe that TRPCA provides superior imaging results even
for large angles (α = pi/2), whereas the other methods fail to suppress the strongly scattering background.
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background. This separation is necessary since SAR’s fundamental assumption is that the objects to be
imaged do not vary between successive acquisitions.
We built upon the previously introduced Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) algorithm,
separating the data matrix D into low-rank, L, and sparse parts, S, associated with the background and the
moving target, respectively. Separation is achieved by solving a convex optimization problem that minimizes
the objective ‖L‖∗ + η‖S‖1. RPCA has been shown effective in detecting moving targets. However, there
are limitations in terms of the speed and the direction of the moving target. In particular, matrix RPCA
fails for targets that are slowly moving, or moving in a direction that is perpendicular to the direction of the
SAR platform.
In order to achieve better separation, we have recasted the data matrix as a third order tensor A, made of
partially overlapping sub-apertures of the original aperture. We employed a specific extension of the nuclear
norm, using the Fourier transform, to define a tensor version of RPCA. We show with analysis and numerical
simulations that this specific extension of the tensor nuclear norm, is well suited for the purpose of SAR
motion detection, picking on the non linearity of the phase for moving targets at certain directions, while
reducing the norm of the stationary background. Numerical simulations in the X-band SAR surveillance
regime demonstrated the performance of TRPCA, especially in challenging cases, where motion separation
is unattainable using matrix RPCA.
This work provides a compelling example of a 2D problem that benefits from its reformulation in tensor
form. We have shown that there is a natural specific extension of the nuclear norm for the tensor SAR data,
which provides optimal results for the motion detection problem, picking up on features such as curvature,
which are lost in the matrix representation.
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A The SAR data matrix
We describe here our model for the SAR data matrix for a scene comprised of N small point-like targets.
We denote σi the reflectivity of the ith target and ~ρi(s) its location at slow time s. Considering that the
SAR platform emits a pulse f(t), the down-ramped data are obtained by convolving the received echoes with
f(−t). It is therefore as if the antenna emitted the pulse fp(t) defined as
fp(t) =
∫
dt′f(t′)f(t′ − t). (A.1)
Considering the free-space causal Green’s function for the scalar wave equation
G(~r, t,~r′, t′) =
δ(‖~r−~r′‖ − c(t− t′))
4pi‖~r−~r′‖ 1t>t′ , (A.2)
and assuming
‖~ρi − ~ρj‖  ‖~r(s)− ~ρi‖,∀i, s (A.3)
we can model the down-ramped SAR data matrix as
Dr(s, t) ∝
N∑
i=1
σifp(t−∆τi(s)), (A.4)
i.e., the data are proportional to a superposition of pulses fp shifted by ∆τi(s) and multiplied by σi, the
reflectivity of each target.
The difference travel time ∆τi(s) is the round trip travel time from the antenna location ~r(s) to the
target ~ρi(s) from which the round trip travel time from the antenna location ~r(s) to the reference location
~ρo is subtracted to account for the range compression step of down-ramping,
∆τi(s) =
2(‖~r(s)− ~ρi(s)‖ − ‖~r(s)− ~ρo‖)
c
. (A.5)
We used here the start-stop approximation which neglects the targets’ displacement during the round trip
travel time. This is justified in radar because the electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light, which
is many orders of magnitude larger than the speed of the targets and the platform.
It is common to assume that fp(t) consists of a base-band waveform fB(t) modulated by a carrier
frequency νo = ωo/(2pi),
fp(t) = cos(ωot)fB(t). (A.6)
Its Fourier transform is
f̂p(ω) =
∫
dt fp(t)e
iωt =
1
2
[
f̂B(ω + ωo) + f̂B(ω − ωo)
]
. (A.7)
Here f̂B(ω) is supported in the interval [−piB, piB], where B is the bandwidth while f̂(ω) is supported in
[−ωo − piB,−ωo + piB] ∪ [ωo − piB, ωo + piB].
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The down-ramped SAR data matrix takes the form
Dr(s, t) =
N∑
i=1
σi cos(ωo(t−∆τi(s)))fB(t−∆τi(s)), (A.8)
and its Fourier transform is
D̂r(s, ω) =
N∑
i=1
e−iω∆τi(s)
2
[
f̂B(ω + ωo) + f̂B(ω − ωo)
]
. (A.9)
A lossless baseband transformation, introduced in [21], is applied to the data, removing the carrier
frequency ωo
D̂rB(s, ω) = ĥLP (ω)D̂o(s, ω) = e
−i(ω−ωo)∆τ(s)f̂B(ω). (A.10)
ĥLP (ω) =
2 |ω| ≤ 2B0 |ω| > αB , αB  ωo. (A.11)
A.1 Matrix robust principal component analysis
To produce good imaging results, one needs to detect and separate the echoes corresponding to moving
targets from the ones of the complex background.
We follow here the approach proposed in [4], where the robust principal component analysis was used for
separating the data matrix D as in (1.3) in two subsets: the echoes due to stationary targets that form the
low rank part of the data matrix and the moving targets echoes which constitute the sparse part. RPCA
consists of solving the following convex optimization problem
min
L,S∈Cn1×n2
||L||∗ + η||S||1
subject to L+ S = D.
(A.12)
The idea is that the rank of a matrix, which is a non convex objective, can be relaxed to the nuclear norm,
that is the sum of singular values, while the element wise `1 norm, promotes sparsity. The parameter η
balances the ratio between the nuclear norm of L and the `1-norm of S. The recommended value for η
proposed in [6] and used for SAR data in [4] is
η =
1√
max{n1, n2}
. (A.13)
It was shown in [4] that with this choice for η the RPCA algorithm is sensitive to the window size of the
data.
As was shown in [21], an optimal choice of η exists for which the separation is robust for the SAR problem.
By evaluating the different norms for stationary and moving objects, one can find a range of admissible values
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for η, and an optimal one can be derived for a target moving at a velocity vt,
η∗ =
√
∆sB∆t
4S(a)
√
pi
√√√√√ 1√
N(~vt)B∆t
2
√
pi
+ 12
√
2N(~vt)B∆t
pi + 1
2
, (A.14)
where, N(~vt) is the column support of the moving target, to leading order,
N(~vt) ≈ 4S(a)
∆t
1
‖~r(0)− ~ρo(0)‖
(~r(0)− ~ρo(0)) ·
vt
c
, (A.15)
and S(a) is the total slow-time aperture size. In [21], it is also shown, that the separation improves as N(~vt)
increases.
B Tensor representation and decomposition
Matrix decomposition methods such as SVD, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Non negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF), have enjoyed tremendous success in data science, and have proved to be an essential
tool in processing high volume data, from dimensionality reduction to classification.
Tensors are extension of vectors and matrices to higher orders. For example, a p-order tensor A is defined
as
A ∈ Cn1×n2···×np , ai1,i2,··· ,ip ∈ C, ik ∈ {1, · · · , nk} (B.1)
The use of tensors is appealing, since it generalizes the properties of matrix data structures, and allows
for the representation of more complex patterns.
B.1 Tensor Decomposition methods
Indeed, tensor representations and decomposition of data have been of great interest for several decades.
They arise naturally in applications involving high dimensional data, historically in psychometrics [31],
chemometrics [1], and more recently in statistics [29], bioinformatics [16], finance [17], signal processing [8]
and many more.
A tensor decomposition is defined as a representation of the tensor as a sum of other tensors. For example,
a rank-1 SVD decomposition would be of the form
ai1,i2,··· ,ip =
r∑
j=1
σju
(j,1)
i1
⊗ u(j,2)i2 · · · ⊗ u
(j,p)
ip
, u(j,k) ∈ Rnk , ‖u(j,k)‖2 = 1, (B.2)
where {u(·,k)} are an orthogonal basis of Rnk .
We can see that the regular SVD is a particular case of this decomposition
ai1,i2 =
r∑
j=1
σju
(j)
i1
v
(j)∗
i2
, (B.3)
identifying u(j) = u(j,1), v(j) = u(j,2)∗.
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However, some of the properties of matrices do not carry on to higher dimensional objects. Decomposi-
tions of the form of (B.2) do not exist for general higher order tensors (there are multiple counter examples).
Notice that the orthogonality requirement requires r ≤ min
k
nk, which does not hold in general. Thus, a need
arises for other extensions of matrix decomposition.
Some extensions of matrix decomposition such as Tucker Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition
(HOSVD), Canonical Polyadic (CPD), or Tensor Train (TT) have enjoyed applicability [20], but they involve
a more complex structure than (B.2). For example, in HOSVD [9], the singular values are replaced by a core
tensor so that the representation is
ai1,i2,··· ,ip =
r1∑
j1=1
· · ·
rp∑
jp=1
σJ u
(j1,1)
i1
⊗ u(j2,2)i2 · · · ⊗ u
(jp,p)
ip
u(jk,k) ∈ Rnk , ‖u(jk,k)‖2 = 1, J = {j1, · · · , jp}
(B.4)
Specifically, for our purposes, the notion of a rank of tensor, in the sense of a decomposition such as B.2,
is not well understood, and its computation has been shown to be NP hard [15].
B.2 Tensor nuclear norm and its estimates
RPCA relies on the nuclear norm as a relaxed rank estimate. Recall that for a matrix A the nuclear norm
is defined as
‖A‖∗ =
r∑
i=1
σi(A) = max‖X‖σ≤1
〈A,X〉, (B.5)
where
〈A,X〉 = Tr(AHX), (B.6)
is the regular matrix inner product and
‖X‖σ = max‖u‖2≤1 ‖Xu‖2 = max‖u‖2,‖v‖2≤1〈X,u⊗ v〉. (B.7)
is the matrix spectral norm (or two-norm) [13].
The definition (B.5) is also equivalent to
‖A‖∗ = inf
{
r∑
i=1
|λi|
∣∣∣ A = r∑
i=1
λiui ⊗ vi, ‖ui‖ = ‖vi‖ = 1, r ∈ N
}
. (B.8)
A possible extension of (B.8) to higher order is [12]
‖A‖∗,T = inf
{
r∑
i=1
|λi|
∣∣∣ A = r∑
i=1
λiu
1
i ⊗ u2i ⊗ · · · ⊗ udi , ‖uji‖ = 1, r ∈ N
}
. (B.9)
Notice that uj1i , u
j2
i need not be orthogonal for j1 6= j2.
Definition (B.9) retains many of the favorable properties of the matrix nuclear norm. Specifically, it is
the dual norm of the tensor spectral norm.
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Define for two tensors A,B ∈ Rn1×n2×···×nd their inner product as
〈A,B〉 =
n1∑
i1=1
n2∑
i2=1
· · ·
nd∑
id=1
a∗i1,i2,...,idbi1,i2,...,id (B.10)
The spectral norm is naturally defined via
‖A‖σ = max‖xk‖2≤1,k=1,··· ,d〈A, x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xd〉 (B.11)
and the nuclear norm is then defined as its dual
‖A‖∗,T = max‖X‖σ≤1〈A,X〉. (B.12)
These definitions reduce to the usual matrix definition in two dimensions. However, the computation of
both spectral and nuclear norm has been shown to be NP-hard problems in general [12].
Commonly used tensor decompositions do not necessarily provide natural extensions for the nuclear
norm, or approximate bounds for it. For example, we cannot take the core tensor of (B.4) as a nuclear norm
estimate, since
∑
J
|σJ| does not obey the triangle inequality, and hence is not a norm (or a convex objective).
We thus look for other extensions of singular values to higher dimensions, presented in the main paper.
C Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1
We will first prove Theorem 1 that we recall next.
Theorem. For matrices A1, A2, . . . , Ak, Ai ∈ Cm×ni , for the matrix
A = [A1, A2, . . . , Ak] ∈ Cm×N , N =
k∑
i=1
ni, (C.1)
the following inequalities hold (
k∑
i=1
‖Ai‖2∗
)1/2
≤ ‖A‖∗ ≤
k∑
i=1
‖Ai‖∗ (C.2)
Proof. Write
A = [A1, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 times
] + [0, A2, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−2 times
] + · · ·+ [ 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 times
, Ak], (C.3)
and apply the triangle inequality to get the upper bound.
The lower bound is attained following [23]. First, we can bound the spectral norm in the following way:
write
xT = [yT1 , y
T
2 , . . . , y
T
k ], x ∈ CN , yi ∈ Cni (C.4)
‖A‖σ = max
x∈CN ,‖x‖22≤1
‖Ax‖2 = max
yi∈Cni ,
k∑
i=1
‖yi‖22≤1
‖
k∑
i=1
Aiyi‖2 ≤ max
yi∈Cni ,
k∑
i=1
‖yi‖22≤1
k∑
i=1
‖Aiyi‖2. (C.5)
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Write ξi = ‖yi‖2, yi = ξiy˜i
Then
‖A‖σ ≤ max
k∑
i=1
ξ2i≤1,‖y˜i‖≤1
k∑
i=1
ξi‖Aiy˜i‖2 = max
k∑
i=1
ξ2i≤1
k∑
i=1
ξi max‖y˜i‖≤1
‖Aiy˜i‖2 = max
k∑
i=1
ξ2i≤1
k∑
i=1
ξi‖Ai‖σ =
(
k∑
i=1
‖Ai‖2σ
)1/2
.
(C.6)
The last result is achieved by noting that, identifying ui = ξi, vi = ‖Ai‖σ, we have for v ∈ Rk+
max
u∈Rk+,‖u‖2≤1
〈u, v〉 =
〈
v
‖v‖2 , v
〉
= ‖v‖2 =
(
d∑
i=1
v2i
)1/2
(C.7)
The nuclear norm is defined as
‖A‖∗ = max‖X‖σ≤1〈A,X 〉 = max‖X‖σ≤1
k∑
i=1
〈Ai, Yi〉, X = [Y1, Y2, . . . , Yk] ∈ Cm×N , Yi ∈ Cm×ni . (C.8)
From the bound on the spectral norm we have{
X ∈ Cm×N
∣∣∣ k∑
i=1
‖Yi‖2σ ≤ 1
}
⊆
{
X ∈ Cm×N
∣∣∣‖X‖σ ≤ 1} . (C.9)
Hence,
‖A‖∗ = max‖X‖σ≤1
k∑
i=1
〈Ai, Yi〉 ≥ max
k∑
i=1
‖Yi‖2σ≤1
k∑
i=1
〈Ai, Yi〉 (C.10)
Define yi = ‖Yi‖σ, Yi = yiY˜i.
Then,
‖A‖∗ ≥ max
k∑
i=1
y2i≤1,‖Y˜i‖σ≤1
k∑
i=1
yi〈Ai, Y˜i〉 = max
k∑
i=1
y2i≤1
k∑
i=1
yi max
‖Y˜i‖σ≤1
〈Ai, Y˜i〉 = max
k∑
i=1
y2i≤1
k∑
i=1
yi‖Ai‖∗ =
(
k∑
i=1
‖Ai‖2∗
)1/2
.
(C.11)
We next prove Corollary 1 that we recall first.
Corollary. For A1, . . . , Ak in (3.35)
(a) If all the matrices are mutually orthogonal
k∑
i=1
rank(Ai) ≤ m, AHi Aj = 0, ∀i 6= j, (C.12)
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the upper bound of (3.36) is attained.
(b) If Ai = βiA, βi ∈ C, then the lower bound of (3.36) is attained and
‖A‖∗ = ‖β‖2‖A‖∗, ‖β‖2 =
(
k∑
i=1
|βi|2
)1/2
. (C.13)
Proof. (a) In this case AHA is block diagonal
AHA =

AH1 A1 0 · · · 0
0 AH2 A2 · · · 0
. . .
0 AHk Ak
 , (C.14)
and the result is trivial, since
‖A‖∗ =
N∑
i=1
(
λi(A
HA)
)1/2
=
k∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
(
λj(A
H
i Ai)
)1/2
=
k∑
i=1
‖Ai‖∗. (C.15)
(b) Let us look at AHA
AHA =

|β1|2AHA β∗1β2AHA · · · β∗1βkAHA
β∗2β1A
HA |β2|2AHA · · · · · ·
. . .
β∗kβ1A
HA |βk|2AHA
 = B ⊗AHA, (C.16)
where Bij = β∗i βj , and ⊗ is the tensor product
A ∈ Rm×n, B ∈ Rp×qy, C = B ⊗A =

b11A b12A · · · b1qA
b21A b22A · · · a2qA
...
...
...
bp1A bp2A · · · bpqA
 ∈ Rmp×nq (C.17)
B has an eigenvalue ‖β‖22 =
(
k∑
i=1
|βi|2
)
with corresponding eigenvector vj = β
∗
j , and it is easy to see it
is an Hermitian, rank one matrix. i.e.,
B = TΛTH ,Λ = diag(‖β‖22, 0, . . . , 0). (C.18)
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Thus, AHA can be block-diagonalized by T ⊗ I, to get
(T ⊗ I)HAHA(T ⊗ I) =

‖β‖22AHA 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
0 0 · · · 0
 . (C.19)
Hence σj(A) =
(
λj(A
HA))
)1/2
= ‖β‖2σj(A), and ‖A‖∗ = ‖β‖2‖A‖∗.
D Estimate of the the cross terms for two panels
We assume an overall quadratic dependence of ∆τ(s) on s,
∆τ(s) = a+ bs+ cs2. (D.1)
Since the total aperture is decoupled into many, small, sub-apertures, it is reasonable to approximate ∆τ(s)
as being linear in each panel, with
∆τ`(s) = ∆τ`(s+ `θ) ≈ a` + b`s, a` = a+ b`θ + c`2θ2, b` = b+ 2c`θ. (D.2)
The inner product of two columns is∑
s
e−
B2
2 (tj−∆τ`(s))2eiω∆τ`(s)e−
B2
2 (tk−∆τ`′ (s))2e−iω∆τ`′ (s)
=e−
B2
2 ((tj−a`)2+(tk−a`′ )2)eiω(a`−a`′ )
∑
s
e−
B2
2 (−2(tj−a`)b`s+b2`s2)eiωb`se−
B2
2 (−2(tk−a`′ )b`′s+b2`′s2)e−iωb`′s
=e−
B2
2 ((tj−a`)2+(tk−a`′ )2)eiω(a`−a`′ )
∑
s
e−
B2
2 ((−2(tj−a`)b`−2(tk−a`′ )b`′+i 2ωB2 (b`−b`′ ))s+(b
2
`+b
2
`′ )s
2)
≈e−B
2
2 ((tj−a`)2+(tk−a`′ )2)eiω(a`−a`′ )
1
∆s
s+∫
s−
e−
B2
2 φ(s)ds
φ(s) ≡ (−2(tj − a`)b` − 2(tk − a`′)b`′ + i 2ω
B2
(b` − b`′))s+ (b2` + b2`′)s2
(D.3)
For a quadratic form φ(s) = αs2 + βs+ γ stationary phase value is at s∗ = − β2α , and φ(s∗) = γ − β
2
4α , which
implies
s∗ =
(tj − a`)b` + (tk − a`′)b`′
b2` + b
2
`′
+ i
ω(b` − b`′)
B2(b2` + b
2
`′)
,
φ(s∗) = − ((tj − a`)b` + (tk − a`′)b`′ − i
ω
B2 (b` − b`′))2
b2` + b
2
`′
.
(D.4)
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Plugging into (D.3), we get for the real part of the argument of the exponent
− B
2
2
[
(tj − a`)2 + (tk − a`′)2 − (tj − a`)
2b2` − 2(tj − a`)(tk − a`′)b`b`′ + (tk − a`′)2b2`′
b2` + b
2
`′
+
ω2(b` − b`′)2
B4(b2` + b
2
`′)
+ i · · ·
]
=− B
2
2
(b`′(tj − a`)− b`(tk − a`′))2
b2` + b
2
`′
− ω
2
2B2
(b` − b`′)2
b2` + b
2
`′
(D.5)
We see there is a suppression term, independent of the specific column indices, proportional to the difference
in the slopes. Since ω  B, a small difference is enough to create a large suppression- effectively making
traces with different slopes orthogonal. We also see that a smaller overlap (larger θ, and more distance
between the panels improves the results).
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